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  November 25, 2023

Dear Chief Mark Kennedy and Lieutenant Terence M. McDonnell:

I am in receipt of a second email response dated November 17, 2023, from Lieutenant Terence M. McDonnell of
the Quincy Police Department in response to my Freedom of Information Act public records request of October 
16, 2023, advising me there are no records of a “Section 12 form” relating to my request, while earlier supplying
via email on October 30, 2023, a Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) Incident Report noting a “Section 12” as 
reason for my being wrongfully kidnapped from the privacy and sanctuary of my home on December 20, 2022. 

My request for the “Section 12 form” was sent by return email on November 6, 2023 to the Quincy Police 
Department. [Correspondence being maintained for the public at The ECC-FOIA Log and at Recent Enquiries 
and Responses Regarding December 20, 2022| at my media website, The Everyday Concerned Citizen.] I 
understand this form, numbered AA-5, is titled “APPLICATION FOR AN AUTHORIZATION OF 
TEMPORARY INVOLUNTARY HOSPITALIZATION” and is issued by the Department of Mental Health, 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, as noted here: DMH Civil Commitment and Hospital Admissions Forms. 

My request for any kind of “court order” as indicated as “504 CT/ORD” under Incident Type in the CAD 
Incident Report returned to me is contained in my return email on the same FOIA request, dated November 6, 
2023. 

My request for any form of documentation, authorization, any reason warranting Quincy Police entry into my 
home and capture of my physical, living being is contained in my original FOIA request of October 16, 2023. 

According to the November 17, 2023 email therefore, Quincy Police has no records of a Section 12 Application 
for an Authorization for Involuntary Hospitalization—or any other form, such as a Warrant for any reason, 
although no reason can exist--they can provide me for the day, December 20, 2022, when two Quincy Police 
Officers, M. Millane and J. Donnelley, burst into my home (when I was physically sick with radiation poisoning 
and a sinus infection) and falsely forcibly kidnapped me for no reason whatsoever, transported me without cause,
despite my private standing on international, land and soil jurisdiction, as verbally noted by me to both police 
officers capturing me, and brought me to the Quincy District Court where I was, incredibly, shackled and 
incarcerated for a few hours, thence transported again forcibly, under duress, after talk of a “hearing” I never 
attended, by Brewster Ambulance—a City of Quincy contractor, and later, traumatically, another ambulance, 
Midwest Ambulance, apparently a State of Massachusetts contractor, to two hospitals, for more than two false 
forced “psychiatric evaluations” and incarcerated without reprieve at the second, Bournewood Hospital, until 
December 29, 2022, subjected at the first, South Shore Hospital, to extensive physical abuse, treated as Mentally
Incompetent, traumatically rendered unconscious, strapped down, forcibly-medicated, forcibly-EKG'd, while 
non-consensual remote-access WiFi devices were implanted at numerous places on my body, at my heart, spine, 
and in my left arm, currently causing me great physical pain as they are accessed continuously, on a 24/7 basis, 
necessitating continuous shielding and continuous pain medication.   

There was no reason for police entry into my home that day, December 20th, 2022, for police capture—
essentially arrest, detainment, kidnapping without cause—of my physical being, but it is as a direct consequence 
of that capture and abduction out of my home that I have been excessively and extremely physically harmed, 
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while extensive and further harm to my family, work, career, livelihood, future healthcare and reputation via 
further False Psychiatric Labeling has been effected by the later supposed “Section 12” actions I presume were 
run by all three: Quincy Police, Quincy District Court, and Brewster Ambulance, after uncalled-for incarceration
in the Quincy District Court jail cell. This is directly after the similar but not identical earlier false forced-
kidnapping out of jurisdiction of my physical self effected by Quincy Police on April 14, 2022, on another 
supposed “Section 12,” which resulted in forced incarceration at a Boston hospital, Carney Hospital, and False 
Psychiatric Labeling there to defame, slander, and discredit me it appears for a Mentally Incompetent tag as 
borne out by the treatment meted out to me on December 20-21, 2022 at South Shore Hospital. 

I would like to request therefore that you kindly re-evaluate my FOIA request of October, 16, 2023 and provide 
an explanation as requested there for all Quincy Police actions mentioned there. If the Quincy Police email of 
November 17, 2022 stating no records is to be seen as your final response on this FOIA request, I will report the 
matter as it stands. If there are any discrepancies to my conclusions as noted above, kindly let me know. 

The Section 12 of General Laws, Part I, Title XVII, Chapter 123 of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts—cited 
but not followed on both occasions of my capture and incarceration in April 2022 and December 2022--as it is 
written reads to me as a profoundly abusive, invasive, and oppressive section in Massachusetts Code which I 
will hope will be changed, to the benefit of all living in Massachusetts. It is also an authorization for forced, 
involuntary hospitalization of people deemed to be “mentally ill” and “posing risk of serious harm” by 
physicians present at a moment of apparently induced crisis—none of which has applied to me on all occasions 
of my wrongful capture by Quincy Police and Brewster Ambulance either on April 14, 2022 or on December 20, 
2022.

The fact that I am neither mentally ill in any way, have never been mentally ill in any way, have never been in a 
situation of “psychosis” “crisis” “behavioral health crisis” “emergency” “risk of harm” or any other, falsely 
alleged previously and recently by Quincy Police and Brewster Ambulance and others, and the fact that I have 
been falsely psychiatrically profiled in Quincy, Massachusetts since October 2013 has been and is being fully 
addressed, publicly reported, and notified to the relevant Commissioners, Department of Mental Health/Health, 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, and the Secretary of Health, US Department of Health and Human Services 
for purposes of complete correction of my medical and health records. Notice of my privacy status as a lawful, 
peaceful, private American on the land has been provided both to the Secretary of State, William Francis Galvin, 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, earlier to the Acting Attorney-General, Bessie Dewar, and the US Secretary of
State, Antony Blinken, and can be verified online as Notice'd at my website. 

As a Writer and Science and Technology Journalist investigating and reporting, among other subjects, the 
unlawful and human-rights-violative Military and Justice testing, development, and use of so-called anti-
personnel directed energy, AI (artificial intelligence), and acoustic technologies inclusive of electromagnetic 
light and sound neuroweaponry, microwave and milliwave weaponry, micro/nano telemetry, AI 
nanobioelectronics, and others: essentially, undisclosed Human Control Technologies, being used without open 
human rights discourse and consent on humanity today, a quest I have embarked on since October 2013, I cannot
be frivolously and fraudulently labeled Mentally Ill, Mentally Unstable, Dangerous, Psychotic, Bipolar, 
Delusional, Paranoid or any other fabricated, pejorative and defamatory label by Quincy Police, Boston Police, 
Massachusetts State Police, Boston FBI, Brewster Ambulance, the City of Quincy, Quincy District Court, the 
Norfolk County Sheriff, the Massachusetts/Boston Fusion Centers, Boston hospitals inclusive of Carney 
Hospital, South Shore Hospital, Bournewood Hospital, and the multitude of conspiring Emergency Medicine 
physicians, Primary Care Physicians, psychiatrists, RNs, NPs, LSWs, EMTs, and all others who have worked to 
fraudulently confer those obviously fraudulent Labels in fear of surfacing and making prominent that very and 
needed human rights reportage—as has been the case; nor can I nor should I be subject to intensive surveillance, 
monitoring, community policing, helicopter overflights, drone overflights, military plane overflights, weapons-
testing, non-consensual “human subject research” experimentation of any kind, “behavior modification” of any 
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kind, 24/7 radio-frequency pulse pounding of my arms and legs and shoulders to break or disable or 
disease/arthritis them remotely, 24/7 radio-frequency pulse hits and infrared-heat-hits at my heart, face, eyes, 
head, spine, knees to sicken, fatigue, sleep-deprive, constrict breathing, radiation-poison, congest/stress heart, 
and weaken me daily, vibrational technology at my non-consensually implanted spine to stop my thinking and 
force-medicate me at psychiatric drug frequencies, remote-strike neuroweaponry hits on my brain and nerves, 
through-wall millimeter “surveillance” essentially frequency-pulsing, continuous and noxious social, sound, 
smell harassment, remote-access electronic tracking of non-consensually implanted devices, cyberhacking, 
appliance-breaking, social isolating, smear campaigns, 5G/4G/6G radiation “monitoring”—essentially radiation 
poisoning, remote-access “health monitoring,” “deterrence,” “human control,” “wildlife management,” “pest 
control,” “Countering Violent Extremism,” “palliating,” “placidating,” “pacificating,” “restraining,” “drug-
release vibration” “public safety” “public health” “behavioral health” technologies or any other offensive 
remote-access or direct bio-hacking, neuro-hacking, health-violative technologies, as has been the case lately and
for years, to the best of my knowledge, since October 2013, in Massachusetts. Nor can Quincy Police officers or 
Brewster Ambulance personnel or anyone else portending to be Police, Health, or Mental Health burst into my 
home at any time nor accost me in public at any time saying “Crisis” “Emergency” or any other to capture, 
traffick, incarcerate my physical being for any further False Psychiatric Profiling or Labeling: I am ending this 
labeling.

Thank you for your attention. My FOIA request of October 16, 2023 remains open for your closer consideration 
at will, for two weeks.

Best wishes,
Ramola D
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